This paper is to present a model of spatial equilibrium using a nonlinear generalization of Markov-chain type model, and to show the dynamic stability of a unique equilibrium. Even at an equilibrium, people continue to migrate among regions as well as among agent-types, and yet their overall distribution remain unchanged. The model is also adapted to suggest a theory of traffic distribution in a city.
Introduction

Scarf [
16 ] made it clear that in Walrasian general equilibrium models, dynamic stability may not be guaranteed under the tatonnement adjustment process a And so, Sonnenschein [ 17 ] introduced migration of resources among industries to establish stability. Then, Mossay ([ 12 ] and [ 13 ] ) considered stability allowing for migration of consumers. In both Sonnenschein's and Mossay's model, prices are still the key variables, though quantities are ada For an interesting recent contribution, see Mukherji [ 14 ] .
justed through migration of agents on a circumferential territory. In this paper, we present a model in which the distributions of people among regions as well as agent-types are the key variable, and establish the dynamic stability through migration of agents. Our model is a variant of nonlinear Markov-chain model with a different interpretation put on the transition probability matrix.
In Section 2, we explain our model, and show its dynamic stability in Section 3. The following Section 4 contains detailed consideration on some conditions under which our assumption of primitivity of the transition probability matrix is satisfied. An interpretation of each condition is also presented. Section 5 gives an application of our model to a theory of traffic distribution in an area. The final section includes some remarks.
Model
In our model of an economy, there are n(n ≥ 1) regions among which people migrate. There exist also m(m ≥ 1) types of people. These types may represent a producer of a particular commodity, or a transporter of a commodity from a region to another, or an employee in an industry with a specific taste b , or a person who is a producer and consumer at the same time. All the people need not be rational in the ordinary sense, and some types of people are allowed to be irrational so long as that kind of irrationality persists through time and so they behave the same way consistently under the same environment. Given the distribution of people, x ∈ D ≡ ( R m×n + − {0}) among the n regions and the m types at the beginning of a period, the supply of and demand for various commodities in each region for the period are determined: we assume there are k(k ≥ 1) kinds of goods and services. (The symbol R m×n + stands for the nonnegative orthant of the Euclidean space of dimension (m×n).) After observing these supplies and demands, some people migrate, at the end of the period, to another region depending upon their own decision process. People may also change their types. Changes in types of people, with intention or not, naturally involve migration of resources among industries. Besides, producers shifts to a different industry together with their assets. c People certainly have many reasons to migrate other than the inequalities between supply and demand. For example, some wish to move out of a crowded region, while others move in to look for a job. The point is that those reasons are definable solely by the present distribution of people. d When assets get larger or smaller through investment for an agent, we regard this Concerning how people migrate among regions as well as among types, we adopt a Markov-chain type transition coefficient matrix, T (x), whose size is (m × n) × (m × n) , and the (i, j) entry is denoted by t ij (x), showing its dependence on the distribution of x. We have just mentioned a transition coefficient matrix, not a probability one. In our model, we may regard the transition among regions and types as deterministic, and each column-sum of coefficients needs not be unity, thus allowing for expansion or contraction of our economy. We define
Also define x(k) to be the distribution of people at a period k, then the dynamics of our model is expressed by the following equation.
with x(0) being the initial distribution.
We assume the following. Assumption A1. The mapping T (x) does not depend on periods in a direct way, i.e., the process is homogeneous. Assumption A2. Each t ij (x) is continuous and homogeneous of degree zero with respect to x ∈ D, and
Thus, the mapping T (x) is nonnegative as a matrix. A simple case where the assumption A2 is verified is that in which each element of F (x) is nonnegative, monotone, homogeneous of degree one and continuously differentiable with respect to x ∈ D: we can apply Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions.
This assumption allows us to judge the primitivity of the matrix T only by its sign pattern at an arbitrary x. Assumption A4. The matrix T (x) is primitive at an arbitrary x ∈ D, i.e., there exists a positive integer k such that
Here, the inequality sign ≫ 0 means that every element of the matrix on the LHS is positive.
agent has changed types. Thus, a difference in assets yields that in types. To have a finite number of types, however, each commodity should be indivisible at a certain unit.
Stability as Strong Ergodicity
Let us consider the normalized process starting from an initial vector x(0) ∈ D. That is, we define the following normalized map
where · is any given norm on R m×n , and examine the vector sequence
We can prove the strong ergodicity of our model, that is, Theorem 3.1. Starting from an arbitrary x(0) ∈ D, the sequence S(x(0)) converges to a unique vector x * ≫ 0.
Proof. The mapping T (x) · x is from D into D, continuous and homogeneous, and some power of T (x) is strictly increasing, i.e., T k (x) ≫ 0 by the assumption A4. Thus, we can apply the main result of Kohlberg The stability here is the strong ergodicity of the normalized process, i.e., we have a directional stability or a ray-stability, though the vector sequence {x(0), Some words are in order about the prices of goods and services. In our process explained above, prices are pushed away to the background, and thus, go through a non-Walrasian adjustment process. The prices can, however, be thought of as changing based on Walrasian rules: the price of a commodity in a region rises when there is an excess demand for it in that region, and falls when an excess supply is observed there. So, given the initial price vector p(0) ∈ R k×n + , this vector gets adjusted as the distribution x is transformed. Certainly it is awkward if the prices continue to vary even after the distribution arrives at the unique equilibrium x * . All we have to assume is that at this equilibrium, there is no excess demand for each commodity in every region. Or put simply, when there is excess demand for some commodity, the distribution of agents will change in the next period: the degree of irrationality is limited.
Primitivity
Now we had better examine some conditions under which our assumption of primitivity A4 is met. To do this, we consider the transition coefficient matrix partitioned region by region.
Each T kℓ , or more precisely T kℓ (x), shows the m × m transition coefficient matrix among the agent-types, more precisely, the coefficient t (kℓ) ij (x) means the transition coefficient from the type j in the region ℓ to the type i in the region k. (As we have explained above, agents not only move among regions, but also may expand or shrink while moving, e.g., children join parents' company.) Almost needless to say, when we have every T kℓ ≫ 0, then our operator satisfies T ≫ 0 without any iteration: it is primitive. Actually, however, we know there can be many zeros in T kℓ , especially in the case where k = ℓ and when two regions are geographically far away. Now a helpful and powerful proposition is that when a nonnegative square matrix is indecomposable(or irreducible) and has at least one positive element in the diagonal, it is primitive. (Concerning indecomposability (or irreducibility), the reader is referred to Bauer ). Therefore, first we make Assumption P1. Each T kk is indecomposable for k = 1, 2, . . . , n. Assumption P2. There is at least one positive entry in the diagonal of the whole transition coefficient matrix T (x).
The assumption P1 amounts to saying that in each region, we cannot divide the types of people into two groups between which no flow of people is observed in either one of the two directions even when there exist a positive number of people in each type. The assumption P2 is much weaker than requiring that each T kk has at least one positive element. When we assume that each T kk has at least one positive element, it becomes primitive because of the assumption P1. So, if T kℓ = 0 for k = ℓ, and if t (kk) ij (x) depends only upon the distribution of agents within region k for all k, then within each region we have strong ergodicity. This result may not be so interesting simply because there is no migration among different regions.
Then, as was shown in Frobenius [ 3 ] , square matrices of the following sign pattern are indecomposable.
We can establish Theorem 4.1. Suppose the regions are suitably reordered so that there is at least one positive element in every T kℓ , where k = ℓ + 1, for ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , n. e Given the assumptions P1 and P2, the matrix T (x) is primitive.
Proof. Since the assumption P2 is postulated, all we have to show is the indecomposability of T (x), or simply T . Let us prove this by reduction ad absurdum, and suppose to the contrary: T is decomposable. Then by some permutation of the columns as well as rows, we should be able to transform T to a form, something like       * * * * * * * * * * 0 0 * * * 0 0 * * * 0 0 * * *
Namely, the elements of a south-west corner are all zero. By this zero pattern, the whole region-type combinations are divided into two groups. We know that each region cannot be set apart by this division, because every T kk is indecomposable by the assumption P1. Thus, the division simply classifies the regions into two groups. If this division creates the sign pattern (2) above, it implies we can also transform a matrix of the sign pattern (1) to the one with the pattern (2), which is decomposable, leading to a contradiction.
The requirement in Theorem 4.1 is not so demanding, allowing for the existence of many zeros. What is required is that after an appropriate reordering the regions, there is a circular flow of people from region i to region (i + 1).
f It is unnecessary for all the types in region i migrate. At least one type in region i is assumed to move to region (i + 1).
It is important to note that all the regional matrices T ii should be square matrices, but can have different sizes. In other words, there can be region-specific types, or some types cannot exist in certain regions. The same proof in the above applies. (See Nikaido, Theorem 8.2, p.117 of [ 9 ]).
Traffic Distribution
It may be interesting to notice that our model above can be used to produce a model of traffic distribution in a city or a country, and to prove the existence of a unique equilibrium and its dynamic stability, i.e., strong ergodicity. Let us consider a network of roads in a city area, and a finite number of modes to move on roads: walking, riding on a bicycle, in a private car, in a public bus, or by underground etc. Now we make the following definition.
Definition 5.1. A path is a connected route from one node (node of departure) to another (node of destination) which is normally used by people when they commute to work or go shopping.
This path serves as a 'region' in the above model of economy. Then, what work as 'types' are any combinations of modes of traffic available in respective paths, and which combination completes the journey along the path. So, the next definition is: Definition 5.2. A method of transportation (simply method) is a particular combination of modes available in respective paths, and which combination brings passengers from the departure node to the destination node of a particular path.
In some paths, a set of specific methods of transportation may not be available, thus making the sizes of the matrices, T kk , distinct from each other. By the remark at the end of the previous section, however, the proposition on stability remains valid, so long as the primitivity of T (x) is guaranteed.
The adjustment process goes as follows. In the initial period, the distribution of people among various paths as well as methods is given. People, after observing the current distribution of traffic, change their path as well as method of transportation. One path contains more than one road segment (like a road along one block), hence we need to sum up the amounts of traffic of all the paths when we wish to know the traffic of a particular road segment. In our model, some people may flow in, for example, by judging this city is less crowded than others, while others may move out, thinking the city is too much congested, thus rendering the total population expanding or shrinking.
Assumption P1 is now to be interpreted that in each path, we cannot divide the methods of transportation into two groups between which no flow of people is observed in either one of the two directions even when there exist a positive number of people in each method. The meaning of Assumption P2 is that there is at least one person (or one group of persons) who sticks to a particular path and a particular method available within the path. The supposition in Theorem 4.1 requires that we should be able to reorder the paths so that there is a positive fraction of people who shift from path i to (i + 1)
g . When applying to a real problem, we have to limit the numbers of paths and of modes. To estimate a particular transition coefficient, we may employ the following function:
.
Here, the symbol x (k) i stands for the number of people who is in region k and of type i , with the bracket (k) meaning the index inside is fixed while summing up: other symbols are used in a similar manner. Certainly one may also add some quadratic terms such as
Remarks
In this final section, we give several brief remarks.
g When i = n, the receiving path is 1, not (n + 1).
(1) In our model of moving equilibria, prices are relegated to a supplementary position. In this sense, our adjustment process may be called of a Marshallian type.
(2) Even in the state of equilibrium, people are likely to continue to migrate among the regions and the types. Net migrations are, however, absent. In Sonnenschein [ 17 ] and Mossay [ 13 ] , there is no flow of people or firms in an equilibrium.
(3) In our model, the accumulation (or decumulation) of (indivisible) assets in the possession of individuals is allowed for as migrations among types.
(4) When the transition coefficient matrix depends on the current prices, or when people change their taste, the process becomes inhomogeneous, and we may have only weak ergodicity in place of strong one. See Fujimoto and Krause [ 6 ] . (5) In the literature of traffic distribution, the nature of equilibrium and how to find out equilibrium states have been discussed. See, e.g., Wardrop [ 18 ] and Patriksson [ 15 ] . The stability of an equilibrium through the adjustment by individual behaviour has not been dealt with.
